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Indoor

Fourteen members turned up to
indoor flying on Thursday evening.
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P r e s id en t’s Rep o r t

Greg Findon

Welcome to the new look Servo Chatter. The
Club has been very fortunate to get the expertise
of Linda Lambess (Ivan Huntley’s partner) who has
over 30 years’ experience in publishing and
advertising, Linda volunteered to take on the role
as Editor.

the winter months. Your suggestions on what we
could do for Club nights would be appreciated.

The Committee also elected Ivan Huntley as a
new Committee Member at the August
committee meeting.

We need two or three volunteers to join the lawn
mowing team, Bruce Fryer has indicated that he is
stepping down this month. If you want to offer
your service please let me know so that I can get
Bruce to give a “hands on” training session.

So far this year we have had three successful
indoor flying nights, this is mainly due to having the
Ashhurst, Feilding and Levin Clubs support. There
are two more indoor flying evenings planned for
the year, 30 Aug and 20 Sep, your continued
support is most appreciated and valued.
Over the past two months there has been little or
no flying at our field, reasons being July was wet
and the Committee closed the field, in August
there was lambing and the farm manager asked
that we don’t use the field. Now that lambing has
finished we have been given the okay to start
flying again. All we need now is sunshine and a
light breeze to dry the surface moisture.
Unfortunately, the strip has not been mown for
some time as the ground has been too soft for the
mower. With the ground being so wet the strip
now has a lot of moss growing. The Committee
will get the strip mown and sprayed for moss as
soon as possible.
As we have missed a few Club competitions
rounds due to the weather, the Committee will
discuss with the co-ordinators if we should try and
do a catch-up over the next few months. Watch
the Club calendar on our website.
Club night topics, frequency and attendance
over the winter months. For the Committee it
takes time arranging suitable venues, topics or
speakers and it is disappointing when only 10 or so
members attend. Understandably, leaving the
warmth and comfort of your home to come to
Club nights over the winter months is not easy and
sometimes
just
not
advisable if you are not in
good health. I think that
there needs to be some
open discussion with Club
members over the value of
having Club nights during
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There was a good turnout for the Club auction
with most items being sold. Thanks for those who
attend.

The Committee and Club thank Bruce for his time
and dedication ensuring the strip has been in first
class condition.
This September the Club celebrates its 70th
birthday.
The Committee has decided to
celebrate this at the field on the 30th October with
a BBQ for members and invited guests. The
Committee will advertise this event in the local
papers in the hope that ex members of the Club
will come and celebrate with us.

Just a reminder please leave the first two car
spaces nearest the mower shed clear for our
members with mobility chairs.
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From the
Editors Desk
Linda Lambess
Phone 06 323 4918
021 2106139
editor@

The editor of the monthly newsletter is an
important role within any club—and in some cases
has been replaced with social media and websites, however, a newsletter is still the ideal place
to tie the monthly activities together and they
become an interesting history of the club.
Over the years I have published hundreds of newsletters for flying clubs, car clubs and still publish a
lawnmower racing newsletter.
Sourcing
information is so much easier with the internet
however, I appreciate that you want to read
about local people, local aircraft and
what is on the building bench. Please
send me a paragraph and perhaps a
photo.
I have had an interest in aviation most
of my life, my late husband, Bruce
Lambess, flew control line and
progressed to radio controlled in the
1970’s building many models in the
lounge. At one stage we had a D VII
with lozenge fabric—that aircraft was
like a jigsaw puzzle—every time you
walked past you painted a segment or
two and eventually it was completed
only to discover there was one segment the
wrong colour which threw the whole pattern out.
One of those errors which you didn’t see until it
was pointed out and then so obvious. Bruce also
flew full size gliders and microlights however balsa
dust, dope and tissue seemed to always present.
Ivan took up model flying just over a year ago and
the room off the garage has rapidly filled up with
aircraft of different shapes and sizes.
Foamies
and batteries are now the new buzz words. Being
fascinated by technology, I am intrigued by the
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difference this has made to this hobby. Those of
you who have been involved for many years, and
embraced the changes must appreciate how
easy it is now to get a flying model. There is
certainly still a place for the scratch build but
foam and electric is great for the learner and
those times when perhaps the weather is dicey.
Ivan is now under instruction to take the camera
with him when he goes flying so I can build up a
library of photos to use as fillers in the newsletters. I
have just retired from a long career in newspapers
and this has influenced by style of
newsletter.
Feedback
is
important—this is your newsletter, I
am just putting the stuff on the
pages for you and hopefully
adding a little to enhance the
read.
I am very happy to put in letters to
the editor—always a good way to
thank someone for going the extra
mile. A
newsletter is the ideal
vehicle to let other club members
know that you have gear for sale
or are wanting to buy stuff. I am
happy to take in hand written copy or magazine
articles—we have technology to reproduce these.
Later in the newsletter I am asking for club history
to put snippets on the clubs 70 years.
The deadline is the last day of the month—lets
stick with that and I shall endeavour to have the
Servo Chatter available in the first few days of the
month.
Please don’t leave it all until the last
minute — if you are going to be last minute, just
flick me an email so I know to expect results or an
article. Communication makes this happen.
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12 June 2016

On a cool, dull and windy Sunday morning five flyers turned out to compete in our June Tomboy contest. This was the first event to take place with all planes armed with only a 450MAh
power source as the only restriction.
The wind was really a little too strong for Tomboys, but nevertheless the five flyers lined up facing the NW wind straight breezing straight down the runway.
Merv kindly acted as starter and Tama noted down the results.
At the sound of the first gun Brian’s Tomboy elected to perform a neat loop and ground interaction stunt resulting in a broken prop shaft and no further flying for the day.
Two planes managed to find the landing box at the end of the first round, but the wind
strengthened and thereafter all landings were confined to the long grass off the Southern end
of the runway.

Congratulations to Philip and thank you to Tama and Merv
Next contest 11 September

Happy Birthday and Many Happy Returns to club
members and their families celebrating a birthday
this month.
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5 June 2016

After several weeks of rain and washed out Sundays, 5 June arrived with a slight frost and a
perfect day followed. The field was an ideal mix - being hard enough to drive on yet soft
enough to permit javelin arrivals.
We set up two bungees on the North fence running straight down the runway. At 0900 there
was a gentle breeze from the North, but this soon faded and for most of the next hour the
breeze was either non-existent or even behind our launch direction.
The bungee rubbers soon became wet and most flyers experienced very poor launches with
the Gliders just floating off the line at only medium altitude. Some flyers experienced launch
problems and second bungee line interference problems which delayed proceedings and the
absence of Alvah’s cyclic retrieval machine was keenly felt. Consequently, and combined with
the absence of lift, only two rounds of three minutes were contested.

Thank you from all Contestants to all those who retrieved the bungees, particularly Greg, PV and Bruce
M. Thank you also to those who helped set up and pack up. LM

Aircraft
that should
not fly
September 2016

Stipa-Caproni, an experimental Italian aircraft with a barrel-shaped fuselage (1932).
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How to Choose A Plane

— supplied by Scott B

Choosing a plane can be a very difficult and intimidating decision. In this first episode of our
beginner series we discuss some of the most common things to look for and help you choose
wisely. Here are some important things to consider:
Keep it to 3 or 4 Channels
Choose a plane with 3 or 4 channels to start. It’s best to start simple and get used to flying. A 3
channel plane usually consists of thrust, rudder and elevator. The fourth channel often adds the
aileron function.

Alternatively, a 3 channel flying wing, or delta design has the aileron and elevator functions
combined into elevons. In order to roll or bank the elevons move opposite of each other. To
control pitch they move together.
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How to Choose A Plane, page 2
Aileron:
A hinged flight control surface usually attached to the trailing edge of each wing of a fixedwing aircraft. Ailerons are used in pairs to control the aircraft in roll, or movement around the
aircraft's longitudinal axis, which normally results in a change in heading due to the tilting of the
lift vector. Movement around this axis is called 'rolling' or 'banking'.
Elevator:
Flight control surface, usually at the rear of an aircraft, which controls the aircraft's longitudinal
attitude by changing the pitch balance, and so also the angle of attack and the lift of the
wing. The elevators are usually hinged to a fixed or adjustable rear surface, making as a whole
a tailplane or horizontal stabilizer.
Rudder:
Used primarily to counter adverse yaw and is often not the primary control used to turn the airplane. A rudder operates by redirecting the airflow past the fuselage, thus imparting a turning
or yawing motion to the aircraft. In basic form, a rudder is a flat plane or sheet of material attached with hinges to the aircraft's vertical stabilizer.
Choose a Slow Flyer:
It takes a little while to gain the muscle memory and response time to fly a radio control plane.
A slow flyer will give you more time to react to mistakes and improper inputs. Slow flyers don’t
seem cool at first. However, you’ll be surprised at how quickly you fall in love with a good flyer
before the one that looks cool.
Start With an Electric Plane:
Electric planes used to be cumbersome and under-powered. Today’s electric R/C planes have
plenty of power and are much easier to fly and maintain than fuel-based planes. Gassers and
nitro planes are pretty awesome, but learn to fly, crash and repair before you add the complication of an internal combustion engine.
Foam is Good:
Foam is your friend. The fact of the matter is, your first plane will be trashed. Foam is durable
and easy to repair. Balsa planes are beautiful and there is nothing like them. They are works of
art that look great on the shelf and in the air. Not to mention they stand the test of time. But
don’t start with that beautiful balsa plane. Lean on an inexpensive foam plane that can take
some abuse.
Dihedral and High Wings Help Keep You Level:
Dihedral is the gentle v shape to the main wing. This helps keep your plane in the upright position. Generally you’ll lose some ability to do aerobatics, but you’ll gain more stable flight. The
position of the wing is also important to stable flight. The lower the wing is on the fuselage the
nimble the plane becomes. For your first plane, we suggest you go with a high-wing orientation.
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How to Choose A Plane, page 3
Don’t Go Too Big… Or Too Small:
It’s important to choose the right size plane for the space you have available. In general the
smaller and lighter your plane is the more crashes it should be able to endure. This also means
that it’ll be more sensitive to wind and will probably be more squirly. Bigger planes tend to be
more stable, but they need more room to take-off and land.
Park flyers are a good size to start with. They are usually around a 36” wingspan and require a
600 X 600 foot open area to fly.
Go Ugly First:
EDF Jets and Warbirds are very enticing. They will only disappoint you for your first plane. Jets
and Warbirds are usually meant to fly fast and respond quickly. If you’re just starting out, you’re
not ready for that yet. Don’t worry, it won’t take long. For your first plane stick to something ugly that flies well. That way you won’t be as crushed when it hits the ground!
Look For an Easy to Repair Plane:
By this point in the article you’ll notice a trend… You’re going to crash. Just accept it. It’ll make
it easier to stomach when it happens. it’s just part of the hobby. So, when you do crash or
break something, can you back up and flying? Make sure you can buy replacement parts for
your plane. The number one replacement part is the propeller. It’s good to choose a plane
that has common and easy to find parts.
Learn on a Simulator:
If you think this is a hobby you want to stick with, a simulator is a worthwhile investment. They
are very accurate these days. We did two previous episodes featuring simulators here:
Flite Test: Learning to Fly on a Simulator (Phoenix)
Flite Test: Simulator Flying (RealFlight)

Different Types of
Packages
RTF (Ready to Fly)
Most expensive.
Most inclusive (has everything you need).
Quickest to get into the air.
Little guesswork/Research.
Predictable Performance.
BNF / RXR / PNF
(Bind-n-Fly / Receiver Ready / Plug and Fly)
Let’s you use your own radio system.
Good second airplane.
ARF (Almost Ready to Fly)
Often requires your own electronics.
Widest selection of manufactured aircraft.
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Some building skills required.
Requires more knowledge on electronics and
setup.
Wide performance “envelope” based on
electronics and setup.
Kit
Most time to get into the air.
Requires strong building skills.
Results may vary depending on your ability
Scratchbuilding.
More work.
The cheapest.
Most fun.
If you can build it you can fix it.
Widest variety available.
Best skill development.
Free plans available.
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How to Choose A Plane, page 4
Flight Test Recommended Planes for Beginners:
Manufacturer

Model

Notes

Channels

Package

Super Cub LP

High wing trainer, easy to find
replacement parts. Very
durable

3

RTF
BNF

Champ

High wing trainer, small and
inexpensive. Easy to find
replacement parts. Needs to
fly in very calm weather

3

RTF

FT Flyer

High wing trainer. Only
available as a speed build kit
or scratch build. Easy to repair.

3

Scratch build
Kit

FT Versa

Flying Wing with a rear
mounted propeller. Very
durable! Only available as a
speed build kit. Easy to repair

3

Scratch build
Kit

Swift II

Flying Wing with a rear
mounted propeller. Comes as
a kit requires some building.
Most durable.

3

Kit

Parkzone

Radian

Powered glider. Flies
exceptionally well. Kind of
large and requires a larger
flying space.

3

PNP
RTF

Hobby King

The Bixler

Rear prop. Very durable. Easy
to repair. Exceptional flyer

4

RTF
ARF
Kit

Fly Zone

DHC-2 Beaver

High wing. Easy to buy
replacement parts. Good
second plane

4

TXR

HobbyZone

HobbyZone

Flite Test

Flite Test

Composite

Aircraft
that should
not fly
September 2016

Vought V-173, the "Flying Pancake", an American experimental fighter aircraft for the United
States Navy (1942).
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Celebrating 70 years as a
sports club is a huge
achievement—
it would be great to record
past events in the newsletter
over the next twelve months.

The aeroplane Buddy Holly died in was the
American Pie—hence the title of the Don
McLean song.

Does anyone have old newsletters, reports
etc relating to the history of the club that I
could borrow and take extracts that would
be of interest to club members.

The longest recorded flight of a chicken was
13 seconds. It was headless at the time!

This information could be scanned and
returned promptly.

Or does anyone have some good stories
they would like to share with the newer club
members.
This can be delivered, given to Ivan or
emailed in to editor@aeroneers.com
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The main library at Indiana University sinks
over an inch every year. This is because
when it was built, engineers failed to take into account the weight of the books that
were to occupy the building.

The term ‘the whole nine yards’ comes from
World War II fighter pilots. When arming their
aeroplanes on the ground, the machine fun
ammo belts measured exactly 27 feet before
being loaded. If the pilots filed all their ammo
at a target, it got ‘the whole nine yards.’
If your eyes are six feet above the surface of
the ocean, the horizon will be about five kilometres away.
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MAGNETIC SCREWDRIVER

No sand repair:

The best way to reach into model airplanes
and install servo screws is with a magnetic
screwdriver. Of course, you can also make
your own simply by placing an inexpensive
button magnet on the side of your
screwdriver. This way, the screw stays on the
tip and you can guide it into the servo
grommet and attachment hole. The magnets are also handy for gathering screws on
the workbench so they don’t roll around and
get lost.

Sooner or later, most fiberglass cowls crack or
become damaged when the screw heads
holding them in place chafe through and enlarge the holes.
Clean and then lightly sand the damaged surface. Next, mix up a mixture of 20-minute epoxy
and some microballoons, (or filler made from
finely chopped-up fiberglass cloth) and then
apply it to the damaged area.
Let it fill up the crack or enlarged hole. Now
place a piece of sandwich bag over both sides
of the repair and squeegee the resin out until it
is smooth.
Let it dry overnight, drill a new hole and lightly
sand with fine sandpaper. Shoot some spray
paint on it and the repair will be almost
impossible to see.

Punography:
I wondered why the baseball was getting bigger.
Then it hit me!
Broken pencils are pointless.
Jokes about German sausage are the wurst.
I’m reading a book about anti-gravity. I can’t put it
down.
This girl said she recognised me from the vegetarian
club, but I’d never met herbivore.
I know a guy who’s addicted to brake fluid. He says
he can stop anytime.
What do you call a dinosaur with an extensive vocabulary? A thesaurus.

If you are into making your own indoor, or small park sized foam RC
airplanes, but need a thin, lightweight fuselage shell, consider recycling
foam drink cups.
I tend to laminate the thinner foam cups to stiffen the foam fuselage
shell and the methods works well with urethane glue if you use it
sparingly.
The best detail about the process is the foam cups are already round
and flexible. Cut off the bottom and you have a nice cone that will
easily accept the shape of an aircraft fuselage framework.
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Club Events
Check
www.aeroneers.com/apps/calendar/
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October 2016

2 September
Social Drinks @ Rose & Crown Olde English
Pub
4 September
2 Metre Glider
Radian, SPAD and Assassin
11 September
Tomboy and Vintage Flying
15 September
Committee Meeting
18 September
Radian, Cub and Scale
20 September
Indoor
22 September
Club Night
25 September—daylight saving starts
Combat, SPAD and Assassin
A.L.E.S. Radian N.D.C Qualifying
30 September
Deadline for October Servo Chatter.

2 October
2 Metre Glider
7 October
Social Drinks @ Rose & Crown Olde English
Pub
9 October
Tomboy and Vintage Flying
16 October
Radian, Cub and Scale
20 October
Committee Meeting
23 October
Combat, SPAD and Assassin
A.L.E.S. Radian N.D.C Qualifying
27 October
Club Night
30 October— Clubs 70th birthday celebration
barbecue.
Radian, SPAD and Assassin
31 October
Deadline for November Servo Chatter.

November 2016

20 November
Radian, Cub and Scale
4 November
Social Drinks @ Rose & Crown Olde English Pub 24 November
Club Night
6 November
27 November
2 Metre Glider
Combat, SPAD and Assassin
13 November
30 November
Tomboy and Vintage Flying
Deadline for December Servo Chatter.
17 November
December Servo Chatter will not be available
Committee Meeting
until 7 December.
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Club Address: P.O. Box 800,
Palmerston North, New Zealand
Club Website:
www.aeroneers.com
Club Email:
aeroneers@aeroneers.com

Palmerston North Aeroneers

Club Subscriptions

President:
Greg Findon

You need to be a paid member to fly at the club
airfield.

phone 06 356 1571

president@aeroneers.com

Family Membership $140
Senior Membership $135
Junior (under 18) $40
Associate $40
Associate Flying $80
Subs are per annum.

Vice President:
Bruce Woodfield
029 357 8039

vicepresident@aeroneers.com
Treasurer:
Nigel Langford

Please pay Nigel Langford or any committee member
or online to Westpac Account 03 1522 0020708 00
Palmerston Nth Aeroneers.
Don’t forget to include
your name in the particulars box.

06 353 0590

treasurer@aeroneers.com
Secretary:
Necia Parker

Please email treasurer@aeroneers.com and advise Nigel of your payment.

06 354 5972

secretary@aeroneers.com

The club needs to pay the Insurance fees to the
NZMAA prior to July 1 to ensure all club members are
covered by the MFNZ public liability insurance.

Club Captain:
Peter Vining
027 443 2378

Learn_to_fly@aeroneers.com
Palmerston North Aeroneers

Webmaster:
Tama Randell

Tee Shirts and Hats

027 2920363

Editor:
Linda Lambess

Club hats and shirts are
now available.

021 2106139

editor@aeroneers.com

Hat - $15

Member:
Bruce Fryer

Your typical fisherman
“Gilligan” style.

022 1324756

Ivan Huntley

Shirt - $30

021 2106138
Opinions expressed in this publication are
those of each contributor only. The Editor
and Committee reserve all right in respect of
submitted material. Contributors are reminded
that the deadline for publication is the last
day of each month.
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They are 100% Dri-zone
polyester, anti-snag and
moisture wicking, UPF
rating 50+.
See a committee
member.
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